
Sydney Zoo Western Sydney Entry Ticket

 • Flexible, up to 3 hours •

How to get there ● By Car
Located approximately 36km west of Sydney CBD, takes about 50 minutes; approximately
50km northwest of Sydney Airport, takes about 1 hour. Free parking onsite is available on a
first-come basis and is subject to availability.

● By Public Transport
The closest Train station is Blacktown Station.
Please check the Transport NSW timetables (https://transportnsw.info/) for more details to
plan your trip.

Operating hours Daily 09:00 - 17:00

Check-in requirements Valid identification must be provided on arrival if you purchased Student tickets. Photo ID may
also be required.

What to bring/wear ● Appropriate clothing for all weather conditions, eg. jacket for cooler months. 
● Comfortable enclosed walking shoes
● Protective clothing, hat, sunscreen lotion, and sunglasses
● Water bottle, Snacks
● Umbrella / raincoat if rains
● Insect repellent
● Camera
● Money / credit card for optional purchases

Other info ● Please ensure you arrive at the zoo at your scheduled entry time. There are no limits on
how long you stay at the zoo once you arrive.

● Operating hours may change due to maintenance, improvements or safety reasons. Please
always check with the Service Provider visit their official website for updated information
regarding scheduled maintenance and closures before purchasing, and when closer to travel
date to plan your visit

************************************************************************************************************
【Important Post-Covid Service Information】
Please refer to https://sydneyzoo.com/covid-19 for the latest updates during the post-Covid
period.

Entry to Sydney Zoo. Attraction opens daily 9am-5pm, last
entry 4pm.

1. Transport from/to hotels
2. Food & beverages not listed as Inclusions
3. Souvenirs
4. Travel Insurance
5. Any optional extra items (including but not limited to rides /
shows / encounters / experiences / photo packages) that are
not included in the standard admission. All optional extra items
are at own expense.
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Sydney Zoo Western Sydney Entry
Ticket

Sydney Zoo was founded in 2015 with an aim to create
amazing experiences for the local and international community
by introducing them to a range of animal species from all over
the world, while also educating on animal welfare and
conservation.
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Australia's most advanced zoo in the heart of Western Sydney

A world class zoo that is set to be one of Western Sydney's main attractions.
Embracing technology and innovation to improve animal welfare, visitor engagement and education, Sydney Zoo will be exhibiting a wide
range of animals in a safari-like experience. With clever designs hiding barriers combined with the latest technology, it will provide an
experience that is more immersive and engaging than traditional zoos.
Sydney Zoo includes approximately 30 exhibits and a variety of animal species such as highly popular exotic and Australian animals. 
 

The Bungarribee Wildlife Experience

At Sydney Zoo visitors will meander along open range leafy bushland pathways, immersing themselves in an Aussie Bush Safari. All
displays will allow visitors to get up close to koalas, echidnas, wombats, Tasmanian devils, dingos and a range of other unique species.
Getting close to the friendly kangaroos, wallabies and emus is a must do experience for visitors to take away that all important "selfie".
No visit will be complete without a trek through the unique underground nocturnal and reptile displays including bilbies, quolls, ghost bats
and Australia's wide variety of insects, lizards, pythons and venomous snakes.
The Bungarribee Dreaming Experience is delivered by Aboriginal guides and features traditional artefacts and dreamtime stories set
amongst bush tucker plants and native wildlife. The native aquarium will delight guests of all ages with its underwater shark viewing, cute
little penguins and an enormous saltwater crocodile.
The entire zoo is easy to navigate with level pathways and no steps, hills or climbs, which will allow access to all areas for every age and
ability. Bungarribee (pronounced "Bun-Garri-bee") is the Aboriginal name for the Sydney Zoo area. Bung meaning 'creek' and Garribee
meaning 'cockatoo'.
 

Exhibits at Sydney Zoo

Africa
Africa is best known for its vast expanses of savannah, with large herds of grazing animals and their predators. See lions, zebra,
hyenas and more from the one of a kind boardwalk.
Primates
As mankind's closest relatives, primates are known for their intelligence and resourcefulness. Stroll down Primate Boulevard to get
a close-up view of chimpanzees, baboons, monkeys and more.
Asia
Our Asia precinct will feature tigers, red pandas and more - showcasing the neighbouring region's richness in biodiversity.
Australia
Australia is known for its unique wildlife, most of which is found nowhere else in the world. You'll be able to visit marsupials,
nocturnal species, reptiles and more in the Australia precinct.
Aquarium
Australia is home to many unique species of fish. The aquarium will be home to many of these, as well as a crocodile and
penguins.
Reptile and Nocturnal House
Walk through the amazing underground Reptile & Nocturnal House, let your eyes adjust to the darkness, and experience a visual
array of scaly and spiky species as well as some nocturnal creatures.

 

Zoo Features

One of Australia's best displays of native Australian flora and fauna
5 major precincts featuring charismatic animals from around the world
Integrated Aboriginal cultural experiences
The Boulevard Eatery which offers a range of healthy and appetising food options, tea, coffee and cold drinks and seating for as
many as 400 guests
Only 5 minutes from the M4 Motorway to the Blue Mountains
Parent's rooms and disabled facilities
Retail shop with Sydney Zoo branded merchandise

 

Cancellation Policy ● If you cancel at least 7 day(s) in advance of the scheduled
departure, there is no cancellation fee. ● If you cancel between 0 and
6 day(s) in advance of the scheduled departure, there is a 100
percent cancellation fee. ● If no show, no refund.

Sydney Zoo
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 enjoyauscn   Enjoyaus 享樂澳洲遊

Australia +61(0)2 9660 8881 E   web@enjoyaus.com
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